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ABSTRACT 

Today picture handling is utilized in different strategies, this paper presents the execution of the picture handling procedure on Raspberry Pi. Raspberry Pi 

is essential implanted framework and being a minimal expense, a single-board PC is used to decrease the intricacy of frameworks’ continuous applications. 

This stage is chiefly founded on python. Raspberry pi consists of Camera opening Interface (CSI) to connect the Raspberry Pi camera. Here, the Dark and 

Low difference pictures caught by utilizing the Raspberry Pi camera-module are improved to recognize the specific area of the picture. This idea is utilized 

in the ongoing use of MAV, The MAVs are fundamentally used to catch pictures and recordings through the Raspberry pi camera module. Due to its 

Mastercard estimated (little) and less weight in the plan. Notwithstanding, the picture caught by MAVs will comprise of undesirable things beca use of 

barometrical circumstances; henceforth it is important to eliminate commotion involve in the MAVs pictures. 
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Introduction 

Picture handling is a type of sign handling where the info is a picture, similar to a photo or video outline, the result of a picture handling might be 

either a picture or a video outline or a bunch of attributes or boundaries connected with the picture. The procurement of advanced pictures 

ordinarily experiences unwanted camera shakes because of unsound irregular camera movements. Henceforth picture upgrade calculations are 

expected to eliminate these undesirable camera shakes. These picture handling ideas are carried out in Raspberry pi in the ut ilization of MAV. 

The Raspberry Pi is a fundamental inserted framework having a Visa estimated single-board PCs created in the UK by the Raspberry Pi 

Foundation. The Raspberry Pi relies upon the Broadcom BCM2835 system on a chip (SOC) which consolidates an ARM1176JZF-S Core (ARM 

V6K)700 MHz CPU processor, Broadcom Video Core IV GPU having 17 pins, 3.5Watt of power, and 512 megabite(MB) of RAM. The 

Raspberry Pi framework has Secure SD card peruser (models An and B) or Micro SD card peruser (models A+ and B+) attachments for boot 

media and diligent stockpiling. The framework gives Debian Linux working framework Raspbian picture for download. Python is utilized as a 

principal programming(coding/OOPs) language for Raspberry Pi. A miniature air vehicle (MAV) is a remote-controlled, Unmanned Aircraft 

Vehicle (UAV) essentially more modest than average UAVs that have a size limitation. Unmanned Air Vehicle is an aeroplanes without any help 

of human pilot. Its flight can controlled either autonomously of ready PCs or by the controller of a pilot on the ground or in another vehicle. It is 

required in Military Operations, in which targets must be recognized. Such recognizable proof is frequently finished by any human on the ground, 

to decrease the likelihood of mix-ups. In any case, a Raspberry Pi camera module is additionally useful assuming that a MAV will independently 

fly through a curve.  

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT OF IMAGE PROCESSING 

As a general rule, any computerised picture handling calculation comprises three phases: info, processor, and result. In the information, the stage 

picture is caught by a camera. It shipped off a specific framework to zero in on a pixel of the picture that it gives, its result as a handled picture. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Block diagram of picture-handling. 
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 DESIGN OF SYSTEM HARDWARE 

The Raspberry Pi board is the focal module of the entire installed picture catching and handling framework as given in fig. 2. Its fundamental 

parts include: primary handling chip unit, memory, power supply HDMI Out i.e., VGA show, Ethernet port, and USB ports.  

 

 
 

 

Fig. 2: System Block Diagram 

 

A. RASPBERRY PI BOARD 

The super sign handling chip unit utilized in the Raspberry Pi framework is a Broadcom 2835 700MHz Chip where the CPU center is a 32 cycle 

ARM1176JZF-S RISC processor planned by Advanced RISC Machines. This primary handling chip associates a camera and show. The 

Raspberry Pi configuration does bar an understood hard circle or solid state drive, rather utilized an SD card(memory card) for booting and long 

stretch amassing. This board is expected to run Linux Debian-based working frameworks. This Raspberry Pi module has a Samsung class-4 small 

Memory card preloaded alongside the Raspberry Pi 'NOOBS' (New Out of Box Software) pack, and a printed Micro SD card/memory card 

connector. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Raspberry Pi board (Model-B). 
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B. CAMERA INTERFACE 

Camera module utilized in this paper is the raspberry pi camera module as displayed in Fig. 3. The camera module fittings to the ‘CSI connector’ 

on the Raspberry Pi. It's ready to convey a clear 5MP goal picture, or 1080p HD video recording at 30fps. The camera module joins to the 

Raspberry Pi by 15 pin ribbon cable, to devoted 15 pins MIPI Camera-Serial-Interface (CSI), which was arranged especially for associating with 

cameras. The CSI transport is prepared to do incredibly high information rates, and it only conveys pixel information to the BCM2835 processor. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Raspberry Pi camera board. 

 

IV.  METHODOLOGY 

The proposed strategy utilizes the raspberry pi board as the primary regulator. The latest transformation of Raspbian wheezy is utilized on the 

board. In the wake of introducing the OS to the board interface all the essential equipment parts and switch on the power supply.  

It begins booting up the Board and logging in to the raspberry pi by username and secret phrase. It works on the Linux Debian curve working 

framework. It mostly chips away at the python programming and looks at the organization settings to refresh the python programming by orders 

in the terminal window. Following bundles are to be introduced for executing the proposed model. Establishment orders have been recorded 

underneath. 

1) sudo apt-get introduce python-matplotlib. 

2) sudo apt-get introduce python-numpy. 

3) sudo apt-get introduce python-scipy. 

4) sudo apt-get introduce python-imaging. 

Empower the camera settings on the board to catch the picture and save it on the organizer. Run the python code to check the upgrade 

calculations and eliminate the clamor present in a picture. The proposed technique execution is displayed in the stream diagram in fig 5. 

 

Fig 5: Flow chart of methodology. 
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V.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

With the end goal of continuous recreation, the raspberry pi runs the most recent rendition of Raspbian wheezy was utilized. The advancement 

climate was ‘python 2.7.3’. when the client catches the goal picture and indicates the reference picture, the remainder of the interaction is 

programmed and there is no requirement for client mediation. Here the estimation has been applied to the complete picture.  

 

 
Fig. 6: Original Image  

 

 
Fig 7. Gray Image 

 

 
Fig 8: Brightness Enhanced Image. 

 

 
Fig 9: Contrast Stretched Enhanced Image. 

 

 

In the use of micro air vehicles (MAVs) there is a commotion present in the pictures because of the environmental circumstances, so eliminating 

clamor from pictures is significant in this application and working on the nature of  
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pictures. For such technique, I have used the ROF(Rudin Osher Fatemi) de-noising model (ROF). The absolute variety of a grayscale picture I is 

characterized as an amount of inclination standard for a ceaseless portrayal is given by – 

 
For the discrete setting, total variation becomes 

 

 
In the ROF algorithm, it is to find the denoised image U that minimizes 

 
Where the norm ||I-U|| measures the difference between U and the gray image I. 

 

The ROF model have fascinating property that it tracks down a smoother rendition of the picture while saving edges and constructions. The 

outcome is displayed in the underneath figures. 

 

   
              Fig 10: Noisy image                        Fig 11: Noise removal image 

 

 

Fig 12: Gaussian filtered image 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We carried out the calculation to improve a picture in various upgrade degrees utilizing the raspberry pi. It was 

observed that the calculation created for the raspberry pi executes effectively and gives an exceptionally vivid 

picture. 
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